The ability to customize a trained Deep Neural Network (DNN) locally using user-specific data may greatly enhance user experiences, reduce development costs, and protect user's privacy. In this work, we propose to incorporate a novel Mixture of Experts (MOE) approach to accomplish this goal. This architecture comprises of a Global Expert (GE), a Local Expert (LE) and a Gating Network (GN). The GE is a trained DNN developed on a large training dataset representative of many potential users. After deployment on an embedded edge device, GE will be subject to customized, user-specific data (e.g., accent in speech) and its performance may suffer. This problem may be alleviated by training a local DNN (the local expert, LE) on a small size customized training data to correct the errors made by GE. A gating network then will be trained to determine whether an incoming data should be handled by GE or LE. Since the customized dataset is in general very small, the cost of training LE and GN would be much lower than that of re-training of GE. The training of LE and GN thus can be performed at local device, properly protecting the privacy of customized training data. In this work, we developed a prototype MOE architecture for handwritten alphanumeric character recognition task. We use EMNIST as the generic dataset, LeNet5 as GE, and handwritings of 10 users as the customized dataset. We show that with the LE and GN, the classification accuracy is significantly enhanced over the customized dataset with almost no degradation of accuracy over the generic dataset. In terms of energy and network size, the overhead of LE and GN is around 2.5% compared to those of GE.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Deep Neural Network (DNN) allows efficient embodiment of intelligence into emerging application domains such as automotive, healthcare, etc [2, 19] . Often, an intelligent assistant such as Siri or Alexa will be equipped with sensory devices (cameras, microphones) to capture and transmit the sensory data to the cloud to be processed by a DNN in the backend for speech recognition or human face detection or other cognitive tasks. While a cloudtethered model may provide acceptable performance for occasional use, it may be insufficient to provide required performance when presented with user-specific data (e.g., accent in speech). This architecture may also fail when a network connection is unavailable. When the cognitive task is to sense user's biometric data, sending data to cloud for processing may also raise privacy concern.
An alternative approach would be to leverage edge computing that utilizes local resources to facilitate DNN based inference without tethering to cloud. Several approaches [8, 10, 12] have been proposed to approximate a trained DNN so that it may be implemented on a stand-alone embedded device which may contain DNN accelerators such as a TPU [14] . However, such a DNN is often trained with large (millions) scale training dataset on a data center infrastructure. Modifying its structure or weight values cannot be easily accomplished on an edge device. Moreover, we envision that such trained (and down-sized) DNN may be provided by vendors in the form of intellectual property and cannot be modified by the user. Under these situations, it would be desirable to empower the edge computing devices with local learning capability so that the behavior of the intelligent assistants may be customized to correct mistakes made by the trained DNN and improve performance.
In this work, we propose a novel architecture and design methodology to customize a DNN that is deployed on an edge device with low-cost hardware overhead. This DNN has already been trained on a large generic dataset that is representative of many users. We assume that initially, the trained DNN provides a reasonable level of performance. However, as more situation-dependent, customized data are presented to it, mistakes may occur. When the DNN makes a mistake, the user can correct it (by over-writing the DNN's output). This user annotation (correction) of data then will be used for local learning with the goal of not to repeat the same mistake.
Our proposed approach for situation-aware, personalized, local learning is based on a Mixture of Expert (MOE) architecture. In the MOE architecture, the DNN trained with generic dataset is viewed as a Global Expert (GE). We then use a small DNN as a Local Expert (LE). The LE will be trained with a small size customized training data to correct the errors made by the GE. The third component of the MOE architecture is a Gating Network (GN), also represented by a small DNN, which determines whether an incoming data should be handled by the GE or LE. Since the customized dataset is very small, the overhead of implementing and training the additional components (i.e., LE and GN) will also be very small. Another distinguishing feature of the MOE architecture is the ability to completely disable either the general or the customization mode by means of power-gating the corresponding components. Moreover, the flexible architecture of the MOE may be easily extended to multiple local experts (LEs) to accommodate different classes of users, if desired.
In this work, we develop a prototype MOE architecture for the task of recognizing handwritten digits and characters. We use EM-NIST [3] as the generic dataset and representative of many users. We then use a small customized dataset provided by [7] which is representative handwritings of 10 users. In our experiments, we show the overhead of LE and GN is about 2.5% of GE in terms of energy and the network size (represented by the number of distinct parameters). This is while achieving significant improvement in the classification accuracy over the testing set of the customized data (i.e., on average from 75.09% to 92.58%). Moreover, there is almost no degradation in the classification accuracy when the generic, non-customized data (i.e., the testing data in EMNIST) is used.
Compared to a recent work [7] which also focuses on customization, the MOE architecture provides more flexibility and results in achieving higher classification accuracy over the generic dataset (69.15% vs 74.48%). In terms of overhead in network size and energy consumption the MOE model is only 58.79% and 58.28% of [7] . Overall, the summary of our contributions are as follows:
• We propose the use of MOE architecture as a low-cost hardware solution to customize a trained DNN, which represents a general model for many users.
• We propose novel techniques based on structure sharing which are specifically designed to reduce the hardware cost to implement the LE and GN components.
• We show the utility of the MOE architecture by developing a prototype implementation for recognizing customized handwritten digits and characters. We first discuss design methodology and architecture of the MOE in Section 2. Comparison with related work is in Section 3. Simulation results are discussed in Section 4 followed by conclusion.
DESIGN METHODOLOGY AND ARCHITECTURE OF MOE
A block diagram of the proposed MOE architecture is shown in Fig.  1(a) . It consists of a global expert (GE), one or more local experts (LEs), and a gating network (GN) that provides a data dependent selection signal to select the output of either the GE or one of the LEs. In the case of multiple LEs, each one may represent one class of users. Ideally, if the GE provides a correct output with respect to a given input, the GN will just pass through GE's output as the final output and suppress LE's output. If an LE is more likely to provide a correct output, then the output of the GE (and other LEs) will be suppressed. Therefore, the GN plays a central role in the MOE architecture. For each input feature vector, it predicts which of the experts (GE and LEs) is more likely to provide a correct output and then connect the output of that expert to the final output. In this manner, the GN behaves like an intelligent multiplexer, multiplexing the outputs of GE and LEs according to the predicted likelihoods of their output to be correct. For simplicity, we only discuss the case with one LE in the subsequent sections but the discussions can be easily extended to more than one LE.
Details of the Three Components in MOE
Global Expert: We envision there will be an IP (intellectual property) market for trained DNN on very large generic dataset. These carefully designed and trained DNNs may be licensed by vendors to be incorporated into intelligent cognitive devices to facilitate speech recognition, face recognition, and other intelligent services. These trained DNNs will be designated as the Global Expert (GE).
The weight values and internal structures are proprietary information and cannot be revealed to or modified (re-trained) by individual users. Therefore, given an input feature vector, a GE will provide the corresponding output, and corresponding internal neural outputs (e.g., extracted features) to the user, but cannot be retrained at the embedded device. Since the GE is trained with generic dataset, it is expected to make a few mistakes on customized data. The users may then opt to provide these mistakenly classified customized data back to the vendor. As such, the vendor may further design and train the GE to improve its performance. Then the updated GE is released to users as a firmware update. However, such an update is expected to be a rare event and can be disabled if the communication with cloud is unavailable. Local Expert: A Local Expert (LE) is a local trainable DNN residing within the intelligent cognitive device. It will be trained on a small size local customized dataset with the purpose to correct the errors made by the GE. The customized training dataset is collected by the system during daily uses. Since the size of the customized dataset is much smaller than that of the generic dataset, LE would have a much smaller and simpler DNN structure compared to that of the GE. This lightweight structure incurs less hardware overhead, which is critical for deploying the entire system on embedded and mobile platforms. Moreover, because both the customized dataset and the LE are small, the training of LE can be easily carried out by software or co-processor on-chip. Gating Network: In its most generic form, the gating network (GN) can be viewed to have two outputs: w G , and
The outputs of GE and LE will be weighted by w G , and w L respectively; w G will be multiplied to each output of the GE and w L will be multiplied to each output of the LE. The results of these multiplications then will be added together to form the final output for each class. The GN acts as a mediator between the GE and the LE: If it is likely that GE will provide the correct answer, then w G >> w L , meaning the GE's output will be selected as the final output. On the other hand, if it is more likely that the LE's output is correct, then w G << w L meaning the LE's output will be the final output.
In this work, we use a specific realization of the above GN description. First, GN is implemented as a DNN with two outputs corresponding to the likelihoods of selecting GE and LE, respectively. Based on these two outputs, the weights w G and w L are then generated as binary values so GE is selected if the DNN output corresponding to GE has a higher likelihood than the one corresponding to LE, and vice versa. Therefore, in our specific realization, the GN's task is to strictly select between GE or LE in order to generate the final output. The DNN of GN is trained with a mixture of the customized dataset used for training LE and equal number of generic dataset (randomly sampled from the dataset used for training the GE). Since the customized dataset is much smaller than that of the generic dataset, only about 1% of data from the generic dataset is sampled. The customized data samples share a common label of [0, 1] (w G = 0, w L = 1), and the sampled generic data samples have a common label [1, 0] 
Optimization of LE and GN Architecture
As can be seen in Fig. 1(a) , all three main components of the MOE architecture, GE, LE, and GN share the same input feature vectors. The GE, being a licensed IP of a trained DNN, will provide its output. However it can also provide some extracted features from GE, to both the LE and the GN as shown in Fig. 1(b) . We assume such a structural sharing mechanism is available which can be incorporated into the license agreement perhaps at additional costs.
Structural sharing can help provide a very good starting point to LE and GN because GE is trained with large size generic dataset and the customized data share the same fundamental properties as the generic ones. More importantly, it can be leveraged to simplify the structural designs of DNNs for both the LE and the GN.
More specifically, instead of feeding raw input data to the DNNs of LE and GN, we have these DNNs to draw intermediate feature maps from the internal outputs (outputs of hidden neurons) of the GE. Thus the GE shares one or more of its convolutional layers (for higher level feature extraction) with both the LE and GN. This is done by providing only the intermediate (higher level) features extracted from the input without revealing GE's internal weight values. Thus, the only information revealed (to a hacker) would be the dimension of these intermediate feature maps.
Sharing of feature maps effectively helps eliminate the convolutional layers from LE and GN and simplify the structures of these two DNNs to only fully-connected layers, as we show in our experiments. Despite the above improvement, the size of the extracted features from GE may still be large, which makes the fully connected layer in LE or GN to also become large. For example, as we discuss in our experiments, the size of the extracted convolutional layer in GE is 12 × 12 × 20 which results in a large fully-connected layer in LE and GN. In a more optimized architecture, the LE and GN only partially use the intermediate features from the GE. One way to achieve this is to use a max pooling layer to further reduce the width and height of the feature maps from GE, and then feed the sub-sampled feature maps to the subsequent fully connected layer in LE and GN. This approach treats each feature map equally and is easy to implement. Note, in general the LE and GN may choose different degrees to sub-sample the feature maps from GE. (We will provide the specifics about how this max pooling is implemented using the prototype case study in Section 4.)
An Alternative Training Option
A pattern classifier such as the GE or the LE will partition the customized feature space R into two disjoint sub-regions: one in which the classifier's output is deemed correct and the other incorrect, over the customized data. In the table below, let us consider four disjoint regions {R k ; 1 ≤ k ≤ 4} where the outputs of the GE and the LE will be correct (Y) or incorrect (N). The row titled with GN gives the desired output of the GN where the lower-case letter d represents either 1 or 0, a don't care situation.
Initially, given the training data set R, the GE will partition it into R 1 ∪ R 3 (correct classification) and R 2 ∪ R 4 (mis-classification). The LE will be trained on R and partition it into R 1 ∪ R 2 (correct classification) and R3 ∪ R4 (mis-classification). From these results, the four regions R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 can be identified.
From this table, using MOE, the classification accuracy may be increased from R 1 ∪ R 3 using only GE to up to R 1 ∪ R 2 ∪ R 3 using GE and LE. To achieve this performance enhancement, the local R1 R2
R3 R4
GE_correct LE_correct GE_wrong LE_correct GE_wrong LE_wrong GE_correct LE_wrong Figure 2 : Diagram of the sample region covered by GE and LE. Region R1 + R3 represents the samples that are already correctly classified by GE. Region R2 represents the samples that can only be correctly classified by LE.
expert LE should strive to correct mistakes made by the GE though by maximizing region R 2 and shrinking region R 4 .
This is also pictorially shown in Fig. 2 . The outermost rectangle (R 1 ∪ R 2 ∪ R 3 ∪ R 4 ) represents all customized samples. R 1 ∪ R 3 represents the samples that can be correctly classified by GE. R 1 ∪R 2 represents the samples that can be correctly classified by LE. R 4 represents the samples that cannot be correctly identified by GE and LE. The ability of LE to maximally complement GE is shown by the relative size between R 2 and R 4 . If R 2 is much larger than R 4 , it indicates that LE is able to provide correct predictions on those samples that GE cannot handle, and LE complements GE very well.
The above requires to train LE with samples in R 2 ∪ R 4 , and train GN to identify R 2 ∪ R 4 from the rest of the region R. This is equivalent to changing the functionalities of LE and GN to identify when GE makes a mistake (regardless of handling customized versus generic data). However, our training experiences showed overfitting issue may occur due to insufficient training samples in R 2 ∪ R 4 ; for example the size of R 2 ∪ R 4 is only about 25% of R and R is already very small in our experiments. Thus, in this work, we train LE on all customized data and train GN to predict if an input data is customized or generic, as explained in Section 2.1. LE still complements GE very well under this training setting.
RELATED WORK
The idea of Mixture of Experts was originally proposed in the 90s [11, 13] . For example, it was shown to be very effective for patientadaptable electrocardiogram beats classification [9] . However, the problems that were considered at that time were considerably less complex and resulted in significantly simpler models compared to the ones today [18] . Furthermore, with increasing emphasis on edge computing, power efficiency becomes a critical factor during the design of the components of MOE. Thus, unlike previous works that focused on different expert architectures [4, 20] and configurations [17] , our work focuses on how to integrate the general MOE concept with DNN to achieve higher performance on complex tasks with minimal hardware overhead.
Along the same line of customizing DNN for different users, a recent prior work [7] introduced embedding the base DNN with a task-specific network and an aggregation layer. Compared with their architecture, the proposed MOE architecture has more flexibility due to the use of GN instead of an aggregation layer. The MOE architecture also has higher interpretability level because the output of each component can be easily extracted and analyzed, whereas the behaviors of the task-specific network and the aggregation layer are hard to analyze. Moreover, with realization of a high performance GN, the MOE architecture will have negligible performance degradation on generic dataset as we show in our experiments.
In fact, the customization of both our work and [7] can be viewed as containing elements from transfer learning. The general idea of transfer learning is to improve the learning of target task on target domain by utilizing the knowledge learned from source domain regarding to source task [16] . In our setting, the target task and the source task are the same, which is classifying handwritten alphanumeric characters. The source domain is composed of generic dataset, and the target domain consists of customized dataset. In the design of both LE and GN, we transfer the knowledge learned by the convolutional layers in GE and then perform fine-tuning [5] and joint-training [1] on LE and GN, respectively. The reason we choose to share the outputs of convolutional layer of GE rather than fully connected layer is because the features extracted by the first layer(s) of a DNN are more general [21] and we believe these features are indeed shared by generic and customized datasets. The extracted generic features are then processed by more subsequent layer(s) in both LE and GN to make their own specific decisions. Another way of performing transfer learning is by fine-tuning the last few layers of a DNN. We compare the results of this approach and the proposed MOE model in Section 4.4.3.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

Generic and Customized Datasets
We evaluate the proposed MOE model on the classification problem of recognizing handwritten digits and letters. The Extended MNIST (EMNIST) dataset [3] is used as the generic dataset during training. The images of handwritten digits and letters released by [7] are used as the customized dataset for customized training and testing. Generic Dataset: The EMNIST dataset is generated by applying Gaussian blurring, centering, padding, and down sampling to all the images in NIST Special dataset 19 [6] . The entire dataset is released by [3] . The structure of the EMNIST dataset is exactly the same as that of the NIST dataset. Specifically, the EMNIST dataset contains 814,255 28 × 28 grayscale images in total, and each of these images belongs to one of 62 classes: digits '0'-'9', lower-case letters 'a'-'z', and upper-case letters 'A'-'Z'. These images are further divided into training and testing sets with the same probability for each class, which results in 697,932 and 116,323 images in training and testing sets, respectively. Since the number of samples in each class is highly unbalanced in both training and testing sets, we first balanced the classes in these two sets before using them during training. Specifically, for both sets, we identified the class that has the least number of samples in each set and then randomly down sample other classes so that the number of samples in other classes roughly matches that of the class we identified at the beginning in the corresponding set. This results in about 2700 samples per class in training set and about 453 samples per class in testing set. Overall, there are 165,092 samples in training set and 27,537 samples in testing set, which correspond to 23.65% and 23.67% of the original training and testing sets. User Customized Dataset: The user customized dataset is collected and released in [7] . It contains 28 × 28 grayscale images of 62 alphanumeric characters written by 10 users. All images are collected and pre-processed using similar techniques as those in the EMNIST dataset. For each user, it has 30 images per class in 
The MOE Network Structure
Fig . 3 shows the network structure of the prototype MOE model used in the experimented classification task. The GE is a variation of LeNet5 [15] that is modified to produce 62 outputs. The LE shares its first convolutional layer with the GE by using the output feature maps of the first pooling layer of GE as its input feature maps. The LE then performs further max pooling operation on its input feature maps, which down samples them to the size of n × n × 20. The exact value of n depends on the receptive window size and stride of the kernel of the pooling layer. We will discuss how the value of n is determined in our experiments to achieve the minimum overheads in hardware implementation cost with negligible loss in classification accuracy. The down-sampled feature maps is then fed into a fully connected layer that outputs the result of LE's classification. The size of this fully connected layer is n ×n × 20 × 62. The GN has a similar structure to the LE with the exceptions that: 1) the size of the down-sampled feature maps is m × m × 20 so it can be different from the size of LE; 2) its fully connected layer only outputs two values indicating whether the final classification result should be selected from GE or LE, therefore the size of this layer is m × m × 20 × 2. Similar to the LE case, we will discuss how the value of m is determined in our experiments.
Training Procedure
Tensorflow is used for building and training the entire network. The training is performed in three steps as described below:
(1) The GE is trained with the training set from the generic dataset as described in Section 4.1. Note, in practice, this training is done prior to deployment on-chip. After training, all the parameters in GE are fixed in the subsequent steps. (2) For each user, only the fully connected layer in LE is trained with the training set from that user's customized dataset as described in Section 4.1. (3) For each user, only the fully connected layer in GN is trained with the training set from that user's customized dataset plus equal number of samples from the generic dataset. The label of each training sample is either [1, 0] or [0, 1] indicating whether the sample is from generic or customized dataset. The first step is referred as generic training and the last two are referred as customized training. During all aforementioned training steps, a small portion of the corresponding training set is used as validation set to tune the hyper-parameters of the training process, such as learning rate and number of training epoch.
Results
Determining the size of pooling layers in LE and GN.
We experimented with different values of m and n to determine the sizes of the pooling layers in LE and GN which are denoted by pool1_LE and pool1_GN in Fig. 3 . Specifically, for each set of values of m and n, we trained the LE and GN networks and recorded classification accuracy as well as the hardware overhead of the size of LE and GN, relative to GE. Hardware overhead was measured with respect to number of distinct parameters in LE and GN. Table 1 reports the percentage increase in network size due to LE and GN relative to GE, and the classification accuracy of the overall network which is reported as separate quantities over the customized and generic testing datasets. For each row, the same value is used for m and n so the sizes of the pooling layers in GN and LE are equal to each other in our implementation. Column 1 reports the size of the down-sampled input feature maps in LE and GN. The first row shows the default size if pooling is not performed which as can be seen results in over 40% overhead in network size.
As can be seen the overhead in network size drops dramatically from 40.38% to 0.28% as the down-sampled input feature maps becomes smaller and smaller. The accuracies on both customized data and generic data remain relatively stable before the downsampled input feature maps size shrinks to 2 × 2 × 20 (so n = m = 2). After that, both accuracies experience a noticeable drop. The highlighted row represents a good configuration of LE and GN in the sense that it only incurs minimal network size overhead while still provides very high accuracies. Thus, it is used in the following experiments. Table 2 reports the performance of various components of the MOE model after the training is complete. For the customized data:
Classification accuracies of various components in MOE.
• Column 'GE' measures the accuracy of GE on customized testing set. It represents the case that only the GE is available and provides a reference point for evaluating the performance of the proposed MOE model.
• Column 'LE' measures the accuracy of LE on the customized testing set. It evaluates how well the LE performs in classifying user customized data if the GN behaves perfectly.
• Column 'GN' measures the accuracy of GN on customized testing set. It evaluates how well GN performs in classifying if the input image is from customized vs generic datasets. • The 'Overall' column measures the final accuracy of the proposed MOE model on the customized testing set.
• Column 'LE|GE wr onд ' measures the accuracy of LE on the customized testing samples that are wrongly classified by GE. It is a metric reflecting how well LE complements GE.
For generic data, the last column of Table 2 reports the accuracy of the entire model on the testing set of the generic dataset. The results are reported for 10 users in the customized datasets.
As it can be seen from Table 2 , on average, the accuracy of GE is only 75.09% on the customized dataset, while LE is able to provide 92.82% accuracy after the customized training (assuming GN behaves perfectly). Fortunately, after customized training, GN performs very well with 97.95% accuracy in distinguishing if an image is from customized dataset or generic dataset. Thus, the overall performance of the entire model is also very good with 92.58% accuracy on average.
The table also suggests that LE is indeed a good complement for GE on customized data, because 84.85% of time, the LE is able to provide correct prediction on those samples that cannot be correctly predicted by GE. We also note that the accuracy of the proposed MOE model on generic dataset after customized training is 74.48%, indicating a minimal drop compared to that of the GE itself, which is 75.72% as tested. (This accuracy of GE for the generic dataset is not reported in the table.) Table 3 shows the overhead of network size and energy consumption of LE + GN, reported as a percentage relative to GE. For network size, we count the number of distinct parameters in both LE and GN and compare to that of GE. As for energy estimation, we use the energy model in [22] and report energy break down of different components such as MAC, SRAM, and DRAM, and an overall overhead. Table 3 indicates that the overhead of network size and energy brought by LE + GN are minimal, at 2.52% and 2.45% respectively, relative to GE. [7] and fine-tuning the last few layers of pre-trained DNN. Besides the proposed MOE model, there exists other alternative approaches for user customization of pre-trained large DNNs. Specifically, the recent work [7] proposed to augment the pre-trained DNN with a task-specific network and an aggregation layer. Another approach that is widely used in transfer learning is to fix the parameters of the first few layers of the pre-trained DNN and fine-tune the last few fully connected layers by retraining them. In both models, the entire network (for [7] , including the task-specific network and aggregation layer) is first trained with generic data by service provider before shipping to customer. Later on, after shipping to customer, only the task-specific network and the aggregation layer (for [7] ), or the last few fully connected layers (for fine-tuning) are trained with customized data by user. In order to compare with these alternative approaches, we implemented these models in Tensorflow and carried out the training procedure as described in [7] with the same datasets mentioned in Section 4.1. We also note that the same LeNet5 model is used as the pre-trained DNN as in the MOE model, and all of the two fully connected layers are retrained in the fine-tuning model since it generates better results than only retraining the last fully connected layer. The comparison of accuracy between these models and the proposed MOE model are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . We also compare network size and energy consumption between them. Table 4 shows the classification accuracies for the before and after customized training cases. Accuracies are reported separately over the customized and the EMNIST (generic) datasets. Compared to both [7] and fine-tuning, the MOE model has much lower accuracies on both datasets before customized training. This is because only the GE is trained with generic dataset and both LE and GN are initialized with random weights at this point in the MOE. Thus, LE and GN only introduce random noise to the entire network before customized training.
Comparison with
After customized training, the accuracies of the MOE model are dramatically increased to 92.58% and 74.48% as can be seen in both Table 4 and Table 5 . Specifically, the accuracy of MOE model on customized dataset reaches to a level similar to that of [7] and fine-tuning. Meanwhile, the accuracy of the MOE model on generic data is 74.48%, which is higher than [7] 's 69.15% and fine-tuning's 71.96%. Compared to GE itself, this represents only 1.24% accuracy degradation versus 6.57% in [7] and 3.76% in fine-tuning.
In terms of the overhead, we note that the network size and energy consumption overhead of the MOE model are only 58.79% and 58.28% of those of [7] . Energy consumption was measured similar to the previous experiment reported in Table 3 . Note that, the overheads of the MOE model relative to the fine-tuning approach has been effectively shown in 3.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed to incorporate a Mixture of Experts model to achieve user customization of a trained DNN on embedded edge devices. We discussed the design methodology and architecture of the various components of MOE model in order to achieve low-cost hardware implementation, such that localized training becomes feasible while achieving high classification accuracy. We showed the effectiveness of our work using a prototype MOE architecture for identifying handwritten characters and digits.
